I26	you can't be too careful
dull manner. The banisters, which were elegant and elderly,
had given way at the second bend and sent him spinning
head over heels into an open service lift, which he had
descended in a crumpled state to break his neck at the
bottom. His last recorded words were, " Hey, boys, look
here ! "
It was all over in a minute. " We thought he was walking
down behind us,'* said the Boys in question, scared now and
sober. " We heard him singing a bar or so, and then he seems
to have taken it into his head to do it. He just flew by us."
"Like him," said Mrs Thump, tearlessly hearing the
particulars.
It was a stupendous shock. Not only Mr Blake but the
whole of Scartmore House was profoundly moved and
hushed by this distressing event. The obliteration of so
habitually audible an individual left the whole establishment
for a while a self-conscious auditory vacuum. Most of the
boarders seemed to have discovered for the first time that
they also made sounds, and to have been cowed by the
discovery. They spoke in whispers or undertones as if the
departed was actually there lying in state instead of being
away in a mortuary.
Respect restrained all unseemly playfulness. No games
except chess went on, and that in silence. On,e was checked
and mated by mouth-reading. And light and colour also
were muted down. The small widow lady with mittens
who had, so to speak, replaced the friend of Lady Tweedman,
put aside the brilliant blazer she had been knitting, and started
a black comforter, and the thoughtful man of thirty-five
who had taken the room of Mr Frankincense openly read his
Bible. Gawpy for her part tidied up the hall with extra-
ordinary care and kept the blinds drawn at breakfast time
in spite of the waste of gas. Doober's couldn't have shown
more respect if it had been the King.
The dinner table conversation, except for an insincere
Appreciation of the 4ovely weather and some brightness and
hopefulness about the tulips in Regent's Park and the Royal
Academy, which was better than ever in spite of the war,

